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This text on building materials includes discussion of structural clay products, rocks and stones, wood, materials for making concrete, ferrous
and non-ferrous metals, and miscellaneous materials.
Provides updated, comprehensive, and practical information and guidelines on aspects of building design and construction, including
materials, methods, structural types, components, and costs, and management techniques.
Building Materials covers in detail the properties and uses of various building materials, including stones, bricks, tiles, timber, cement, sand,
lime, mortar, concrete, glass, plastics and so on. Ferrous and non-ferrous metals, bitumen, asphalt, tar, plastics, paints and varnishes are
included, as are non-traditional materials like fibre reinforced plastics and smart materials. For each material, its manufacture, properties,
uses, advantages and disadvantages, and so on, are discussed. The text, presented in simple, precise and reader-friendly language, is
amply supported by figures and tables. The book will meet the academic requirements of degree as well as diploma students. Relevant IS
codes have also been listed for the benefit of practising engineers.
A comprehensive coverage, student-friendly approach and the all-steps-explained style. This has made it the best-selling book among all the
books on the subject. The author's zeal of presenting the text in line with the syllabuses has resulted in the edition at hand, which continues
its run with all its salient features as earlier. Thus, it takes care of all the syllabuses on the subject and fully satisfies the needs of engineering
students. KEY FEATURES • Use of SI units • Summary of important concepts and formulae at the end of every chapter • A large number of
solved problems presented systematically • A large number of exercise problems to test the students’ ability • Simple and clear explanation
of concepts and the underlying theory in each chapter • Generous use of diagrams (more than 550) for better understanding NEW IN THE
FOURTH EDITION ? Overhaul of the text to match the changes in various syllabuses ? Additional topics and chapters for the benefit of
mechanical engineers, like • Stresses and strains in two- and three-dimensional systems, and Hooke's law • Euler's buckling load and secant
formula • Deflection of determinate beams using moment area and conjugate beam methods • Deflection of beams and rigid frames by
energy methods ? Redrawing of some diagrams
Building Technology involves selecting suitable material and carrying out building construction neatly. This book covers these aspects and is
neatly written as per the syllabus of Kerala University. The text is presented in simple, precise and reader friendly language. It is amply
supported by figures and tables. Key Features • Detailed coverage of the Kerala University syllabus. • Simple and precise explanations. •
Text sufficiently illustrated by figures and tables. • Relevant IS Codes listed. • Exhaustive questions listed.
Building Technology involves selecting suitable materials and carrying out building construction neatly. This book comprehensibly covers all
aspects of the subject and is written as per the requirements of civil engineering diploma students of West Bengal. The text is presented in
simple, precise and reader-friendly language. It is amply supported by figures and tables. KEY FEATURES • Detailed coverage of Kerala
University syllabus • Simple and precise explanations • Text sufficiently illustrated by figures and tables • Relevant IS Codes listed •
Exhaustive questions given
Building Construction covers the entire process of building construction in detail, from the stage of planning and foundation building to the
finishing stages like plastering, painting, electricity supply and woodwork. Each of the basic components of a building are covered separately,
including doors, windows, floors, roof, walls, partitions, as are the basic finishing works like plumbing, damp-proofing, ventilation, air
conditioning and so on. Essential features of construction like accoustics, fire-resistance and earthquake-resistant design are also covered. In
keeping with contemporary needs, the book also inlcudes a chapter on the environmental impact of a building and how to make it green. The
text, presented in simple, precise and reader-friendly language, is amply supported by figures and tables. Together with its companion
volume, Building Materials, the book will meet the academic requirements of degree, as well as diploma courses in civil engineering and
architecture.
So far working stress method was used for the design of steel structures. Nowadays whole world is going for the limit state method which is
more rational. Indian national code IS:800 for the design of steel structures was revised in the year 2007 incorporating limit state method.
This book is aimed at training the students in using IS: 800 2007 for designing steel structures by limit state method. The author has
explained the provisions of code in simple language and illustrated the design procedure with a large number of problems. It is hoped that all
universities will soon adopt design of steel structures as per IS: 2007 and this book will serve as a good textbook.A sincere effort has been
made to present design procedure using simple language, neat sketches and solved problems.
The construction of buildings and structures relies on having a thorough understanding of building materials. Without this knowledge it would
not be possible to build safe, efficient and long-lasting buildings, structures and dwellings. Building materials in civil engineering provides an
overview of the complete range of building materials available to civil engineers and all those involved in the building and construction
industries. The book begins with an introductory chapter describing the basic properties of building materials. Further chapters cover the
basic properties of building materials, air hardening cement materials, cement, concrete, building mortar, wall and roof materials, construction
steel, wood, waterproof materials, building plastics, heat-insulating materials and sound-absorbing materials and finishing materials. Each
chapter includes a series of questions, allowing readers to test the knowledge they have gained. A detailed appendix gives information on the
testing of building materials. With its distinguished editor and eminent editorial committee, Building materials in civil engineering is a standard
introductory reference book on the complete range of building materials. It is aimed at students of civil engineering, construction engineering
and allied courses including water supply and drainage engineering. It also serves as a source of essential background information for
engineers and professionals in the civil engineering and construction sector. Provides an overview of the complete range of building materials
available to civil engineers and all those involved in the building and construction industries Explores the basic properties of building materials
featuring air hardening cement materials, wall and roof materials and sound-absorbing materials Each chapter includes a series of questions,
allowing readers to test the knowledge they have gained
Basic information about Building Components, Structures, Civil Engineering Materials and Surveying
This book, in its third edition, continues to focus on the basics of civil engineering and engineering mechanics to provide students with a
balanced and cohesive study of the two areas (as needed by them in the beginning of their engineering education). A basic undergraduate
textbook for the first-year students of all branches of engineering, this book is specifically designed to conform to the syllabus of Visvesvaraya
Technological University (VTU). Imparting the basic knowledge in various facets of civil engineering and the related engineering structures
and infrastructure such as buildings, roads, highways, dams and bridges, the third edition covers the engineering mechanics portion in eleven
chapters. Each chapter introduces the concepts to the reader, stepwise. Providing a wealth of practice examples, the book emphasizes the
importance of building strong analytical skills. Practice problems, at the end of each chapter, give students an opportunity to absorb concepts
and hone their problem-solving skills. The book comes with a companion CD containing the software developed using MS-Excel, to work out
the problems on Forces, Centroid, Friction and Moment of Inertia. The use of this software will enable the students to understand the
concepts in a relatively better way. NEW TO THIS EDITION • Introduces a chapter on Kinematics as per the revised Civil Engineering
syllabus of VTU • Updates with the latest examination Question Papers, including the one held in the month of December 2013
Strength of Materials is an important subject in engineering in which concept of load transfer in a structure is developed and method of finding
internal forces in the members of the structure is taught. This book is written strictly as per West Bengal polytechnic syllabus. The subject is
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developed systematically, using good number of figures and simple English. At the end of each chapter a set of problems are presented with
answer so that the students can check their ability to solve problems. To enhance the ability of students to answer semester and
examinations a set of descriptive type, fill in the blanks type, identifying true/ false type and multiple choice questions are also presented. Key
Features • 100% coverage of new syllabus • Emphasis on practice of numerical for guaranteed success in exams • Lucidity and simplicity
maintained throughout • Nationally acclaimed author of over 40 books

The book deals entire surveying theory and practice to be studied by civil engineering students. It covers all basic methods of
surveying like chain surveying, compass surveying, plane table surveying , theodolite surveying and explain use of levels, cont
With The Authors Experience Of Teaching The Courses On Finite Element Analysis To Undergraduate And Postgraduate
Students For Several Years, The Author Felt Need For Writing This Book. The Concept Of Finite Element Analysis, Finding
Properties Of Various Elements And Assembling Stiffness Equation Is Developed Systematically By Splitting The Subject Into
Various Chapters.The Method Is Made Clear By Solving Many Problems By Hand Calculations. The Application Of Finite Element
Method To Plates, Shells And Nonlinear Analysis Is Presented. After Listing Some Of The Commercially Available Finite Element
Analysis Packages, The Structure Of A Finite Element Program And The Desired Features Of Commercial Packages Are
Discussed.
This Book Is Designed For Undergraduate Civil Engineering Students Of Vishweshwaraiah Technological University (Vtu)
Karnataka.The Book Is Divided Into Two Parts. The First Part Introduces The Basic Elements Of Civil Engineering. It Highlights
The Role And Functions Of A Civil Engineer And Then Explains The Basic Components Of Construction Management. Various
Materials Used In Construction Are Then Discussed. Apart From The Conventionally Used Materials, Various Alternative,
Composite And Smart Materials Are Also Explained. Surveying Is Discussed Next Including Remote Sensing And Geographic
Information System (Gis).The Second Part Presents The Basic Principles Of Engineering Mechanics. The Concepts Of Coplaner
Forces, Friction And Inertia Are Suitably Explained.Illustrative Examples And Practice Problems Are Included Throughout The
Book To Provide A Thorough Understanding Of The Subject.
A comprehensive, state-of-the-art guide to pavement design and materials With innovations ranging from the advent of
SuperpaveTM, the data generated by the Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) project, to the recent release of the
Mechanistic-Empirical pavement design guide developed under NCHRP Study 1-37A, the field of pavement engineering is
experiencing significant development. Pavement Design and Materials is a practical reference for both students and practicing
engineers that explores all the aspects of pavement engineering, including materials, analysis, design, evaluation, and economic
analysis. Historically, numerous techniques have been applied by a multitude of jurisdictions dealing with roadway pavements.
This book focuses on the best-established, currently applicable techniques available. Pavement Design and Materials offers
complete coverage of: The characterization of traffic input The characterization of pavement bases/subgrades and aggregates
Asphalt binder and asphalt concrete characterization Portland cement and concrete characterization Analysis of flexible and rigid
pavements Pavement evaluation Environmental effects on pavements The design of flexible and rigid pavements Pavement
rehabilitation Economic analysis of alternative pavement designs The coverage is accompanied by suggestions for software for
implementing various analytical techniques described in these chapters. These tools are easily accessible through the book’s
companion Web site, which is constantly updated to ensure that the reader finds the most up-to-date software available.
First published in 1995, the award-winning Civil Engineering Handbook soon became known as the field's definitive reference. To
retain its standing as a complete, authoritative resource, the editors have incorporated into this edition the many changes in
techniques, tools, and materials that over the last seven years have found their way into civil engineering research and practice.
The Civil Engineering Handbook, Second Edition is more comprehensive than ever. You'll find new, updated, and expanded
coverage in every section. In fact, more than 1/3 of the handbook is new or substantially revised. In particular you'll find increased
focus on computing reflecting the rapid advances in computer technology that has revolutionized many aspects of civil
engineering. You'll use it as a survey of the field, you'll use it to explore a particular subject, but most of all you'll use The Civil
Engineering Handbook to answer the problems, questions, and conundrums you encounter in practice.
For students of civil engineering, the basic course on strength of materials is not enough to start their engineering career. They
need an advanced course like Mechanics of Structure to understand strength and stability of several components of civil
engineering structures. Hence, Mechanics of Structure is taught to all polytechnic students of civil engineering. This book follows
the West Bengal Polytechnic syllabus for civil engineering branch. It is written in SI units. Notations used are as per Indian
standard codes. Apart from West Bengal Polytechnic students of civil engineering branch, it is hoped that the students of other
states with similar syllabus may also find this book useful. KEY FEATURES • 100 per cent coverage of new syllabus • Emphasis
on practice of numericals for guaranteed success in exams • Lucidity and simplicity maintained throughout • Nationally acclaimed
author of over 40 books
Basic And Applied Soil Mechanics Is Intended For Use As An Up-To-Date Text For The Two-Course Sequence Of Soil Mechanics And
Foundation Engineering Offered To Undergraduate Civil Engineering Students. It Provides A Modern Coverage Of The Engineering
Properties Of Soils And Makes Extensive Reference To The Indian Standard Codes Of Practice While Discussing Practices In Foundation
Engineering. Some Topics Of Special Interest, Like The Schmertmann Procedure For Extrapolation Of Field Compressibility, Determination
Of Secondary Compression, Lambes Stress - Path Concept, Pressure Meter Testing And Foundation Practices On Expansive Soils Including
Certain Widespread Myths, Find A Place In The Text.The Book Includes Over 160 Fully Solved Examples, Which Are Designed To Illustrate
The Application Of The Principles Of Soil Mechanics In Practical Situations. Extensive Use Of Si Units, Side By Side With Other Mixed Units,
Makes It Easy For The Students As Well As Professionals Who Are Less Conversant With The Si Units, Gain Familiarity With This System Of
International Usage. Inclusion Of About 160 Short-Answer Questions And Over 400 Objective Questions In The Question Bank Makes The
Book Useful For Engineering Students As Well As For Those Preparing For Gate, Upsc And Other Qualifying Examinations.In Addition To
Serving The Needs Of The Civil Engineering Students, The Book Will Serve As A Handy Reference For The Practising Engineers As Well.
This book is meant for the first course on Surveying and Levelling of most of the universities. It covers all basic methods of surveying and
levelling, applications of surveying and levelling, calculation of areas and volumes of earth work involved in the field work. Minor instruments
used in the field are also explained. The author has taken care to use simple and lucid language and to explain the subject with neat
sketches. A number of problems are solved to make the subject clear. Diploma and degree students of Civil Engineering, Architecture and
Mining will find this book useful
Problem Solving Is A Vital Requirement For Any Aspiring Engineer. This Book Aims To Develop This Ability In Students By Explaining The
Basic Principles Of Mechanics Through A Series Of Graded Problems And Their Solutions.Each Chapter Begins With A Quick Discussion Of
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The Basic Concepts And Principles. It Then Provides Several Well Developed Solved Examples Which Illustrate The Various Dimensions Of
The Concept Under Discussion. A Set Of Practice Problems Is Also Included To Encourage The Student To Test His Mastery Over The
Subject.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For Both Degree And Diploma Students Of All Engineering Disciplines. Amie
Candidates Would Also Find It Most Useful.
Indian Standard Code Of Practice Is-456 For The Design Of Main And Reinforced Concrete Was Revised In The Year 2000 To Incorporate
Durability Criteria In The Design. As A Result Of It Many Codal Provisions Have Been Changed. Hence There Is Need To Train Engineering
Students In Designing Reinforced Cement Concrete Structures As Per The Latest Code Of Is -456. With His Experience Of More Than 40
Years In Teaching, The Author Has Tried To Bring Out Students And Teachers Friendly Book On The Design Of Rcc Structures As Per
Is-456: 2000.Rcc Design Is A Vast Subject. It Is Normally Taught In Two To Three Courses For Civil Engineering Students. This Book Is For
The First Course In Rcc Design And Author Is Writing Another Book Advanced Rcc Design To Meet The Requirement Of Further Courses.
This Book Deals With Design Philosophy And Design Of Various Structural Components Of Building. The Design Procedure Is Clearly
Explained And Illustrated With Several Examples By Presenting The Solutions Step By Step In Details And With Neat Sketches Showing
Reinforcement Details.
Structural Analysis, or the ‘Theory of Structures’, is an important subject for civil engineering students who are required to analyze and
design structures. It is a vast field and is largely taught at the undergraduate level. A few topics like Matrix Method and Plastic Analysis are
also taught at the postgraduate level and in structural engineering electives. The entire course has been covered in two volumes – Structural
Analysis I and II. Structural Analysis I deals with the basics of structural analysis, measurements of deflection, various types of deflection,
loads and influence lines, etc.
Basics of Civil Engineering addresses various aspects of civil engineering field.

Structural analysis, or the 'theory of structures', is an important subject for civil engineering students who are required to
analyse and design structures. It is a vast field and is largely taught at the undergraduate level. A few topics like matrix
method and plastic analysis are also taught at the postgraduate level and in Structural Engineering electives. The entire
course has been covered in two volumes—Structural Analysis-I and II. Structural Analysis-II deals in depth with the
analysis of indeterminate structures, and also special topics like curved beams and unsymmetrical bending. It provides
an introduction to advanced methods of analysis, namely, matrix method and plastic analysis. SALIENT FEATURES •
Systematic explanation of concepts and underlying theory in each chapter • Numerous solved problems presented
methodically • University examination questions solved in many chapters • A set of exercises to test the student's ability
in solving them correctly NEW IN THE FOURTH EDITION • Thoroughly reworked computations • Objective type
questions and review questions • A revamped summary for each chapter • Redrawing of some diagrams
Preliminary chapters are supposed to give suitable transition from structural analysis â€“ classical methods studied by
students in their compulsory courses. Then structure approach to matrix method is dealt so that the students get clear
picture of matrix approach. Finally, stiffness matrix method â€“ element approach is explained and illustrated so that
before developing computer program student will understand what to instruct computer. Finally, a chapter an computer
programming preliminaries which will help to develop the computer program and cautious the way of program develop by
the others is included.
This third edition of a popular textbook is a concise single-volume introduction to the design of structural elements in
concrete, steel, timber, masonry, and composites. It provides design principles and guidance in line with both British
Standards and Eurocodes, current as of late 2007. Topics discussed include the philosophy of design, basic structural
concepts, and material properties. After an introduction and overview of structural design, the book is conveniently
divided into sections based on British Standards and Eurocodes.
This book deals with good ventilation, thermal comfort, and acoustic requirements when planning a building. As well as
satisfying minimum standards and the regulations of local authorities, economics and future expansions are considered.
The book discusses building drawings created through computer aided design. To understand the commands of
AutoCAD and use them, the sequential procedure and steps involved while drawing plan, elevation and section are
stored as screen captures and collection of these screen shots are placed in a CD which is enclosed with this book. The
practising engineer will also find it as an excellent reference book.
For students of civil engineering, the basic course on Strength of Materials is not enough to start their engineering career.
They need an advanced course like Mechanics of Structures to understand strength and stability of several components
of civil engineering structures. Hence, Mechanics of Structure is taught to all polytechnic students of civil engineering. It is
written in SI units. Notations used are as per Indian standard codes. Apart from West Bengal Polytechnic students of civil
engineering branch, it is hoped that the students of other states with similar syllabus may also find this book useful. KEY
FEATURES • 100 per cent coverage of new syllabus • Emphasis on practice of numericals for guaranteed success in
exams • Lucidity and simplicity maintained throughout • Nationally acclaimed author of over 40 books
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